
Keep this device away from children.

Do not clean this device in any way other than instructed by Linx Vapor.

Do not attempt to repair or modify this device yourself.

Do not use in extreme environments such as high temperatures, high
humidity, and avoid contact with liquids during use. 

Do not use a damaged Linx Vapor charger or non-Linx Vapor charger.
Incompatible chargers may carIncompatible chargers may carry a different voltage. Use only the
charger provided. Failure to do so will void the limited warranty offered
on Linx Vapor products. 

Do not use this device while charging. This will cause damage to
the device.

To prevent the device from overheating, do not leave it charging
overnight.

Do not charge unit on bare carpet or rugs.

Do not drop, deform, bend, crush, puncture, microwave or paint
this device.this device.

Take caution and dispose in the correct receptacle. Do not dispose
in trash.
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Do not allow children, women who are pregnant or breastfeeding or those
with a life-threatening illness to use this device. Linx Vapor and its affiliates
are not responsible for any damage or personal injury caused by inappropriate,
incorrect or irresponsible use of the device. The Linx Gaia is not a medical
device and is not intended to diagnose, cure, treat or prevent any disease or
other conditions. If you have any health problems, consult your doctor before
using the Linx Gaia. The Linx Gaia is not intended to administer medical orusing the Linx Gaia. The Linx Gaia is not intended to administer medical or
illegal products of any kind, doing so voids the warranty. Any illegal use of this
device could subject the user to severe fines, penalties, and/or imprisonment
under the law of local jurisdiction. 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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1. Hold the up or down button to select the preferred temperature.

2. Choose any temperature between 200°F - 428°F (93°C and 220°C).
 Hold the power button and the up button simultaneously for Celsius.
 Hold the power button and the down button simultaneously for
 Fahrenheit. 

1.  Make sure the device is powered off and fully cooled down. 

2. Completely disassemble the mouthpiece into parts. Use lsopropyl
 alcohol and a cotton swab to clean all surfaces. Replace the filter
 screen as needed.

3. Gently scrub and sweep the inside of the quartz chamber with the Gaia
 cleaning brush.

1. Press the power button fives times quickly to turn the device on and off. 

2. After forty seconds the device will shut off if not activated.

3. The device will also shut off if the set temperature has been reached for
 four minutes. 

1.  Hold the power button down for one second and release to
 activate heating. 

2. A flame icon will blink on the OLED screen while heating and switch
 to solid when the desired temperature is reached. 

3.  Inhale and enjoy! 

1. Unscrew the mouthpiece from the Gaia. 

2.  Load ground material into the quartz heating chamber. 

3. Screw the mouthpiece back onto the Gaia. 

 Do not over-pack the heating chamber as it will restrict airflow,
 resulting in decreased vapor production. 

Linx Gaia comes with a 1 year limited warranty
www.LinxVapor.com

IN THE BOX

1. Plug the USB charger into the Gaia and connect it to a viable
 USB power outlet. 

2.  The battery indicator on the OLED screen blinks while charging, 
 and turns solid once fully charged. Full charging takes two to
 three hours.

CHARGING ON/OFF

LOADING VAPING

1 Linx Gaia Vaporizer 

1 Linx Gaia Mouthpiece Cap

1 Steel Tool

1 Cleaning Brush 

1 USB Charger

4 Filter Screens 

1 Metal Funnel1 Metal Funnel


